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 The development in intelligent system caused a massive research in design of Smart environment.
environment design aims in improving the 
smart environment reduces the input from the person without getting input from the person.
system is detected from the sensors, Body Sensor networks etc., in the Smart
intervention of the residents. electrical 
capabilities, power generation, transmission, distribution and management. Integration of advanced Information 
and Communication Technologies (ICT) will increase the potency of the standard grid that makes it capable to 
make selections quick and correct. There are
operation of electrical appliances and
argued the proposal of many rising technologies in past decade from many researchers across the world. good 
meters, Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI), two
space Networks (HANs) ar the technologies addressed
Hussein T. Mouftah). Ancient power grid has been serving humanity for the last a hundred years. Population 
across everywhere the planet and also the dependency level of human on electricity are unendingly and 
exponentially increasing phenomena. As not abundant modification has been created to the standard grid to 
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A B S T R A C T  
Energy aware system provides independent and smarter lifestyle for human being (i.e.) 
human friendly in nature. Smart Environment provides the ability of the system to
autonomously acquire and apply knowledge. Energy aware health monitoring 
environment is designed in order to save energy and provide facility without the 
intervention of user. Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) integrated with the Smart home 
gives a health aware environment. Mobility model is being developed for a person 
moving inside a smart home with IEEE 802.15.4. Smart home environment acts as a 
calm computing mechanism which does not require user’s attention and intention; it 
acts calmly to sophisticate to the subject daily life a health assisted one. BSN proves 
itself in providing a calm health assisted smart environment. In healthy assisted Smart 
home design, the elderly and disabled people can resident without the need of 
caregivers. This paper proposes a Health assisted Smart Home which focuses on health 
and energy consumption of the smart home. 

INTRODUCTION 

evelopment in intelligent system caused a massive research in design of Smart environment.
environment design aims in improving the quality of life and his or her needs without disturbing the person.
smart environment reduces the input from the person without getting input from the person.
system is detected from the sensors, Body Sensor networks etc., in the Smart environment without the 

electrical facility could be a system with some or all of the subsequent four 
capabilities, power generation, transmission, distribution and management. Integration of advanced Information 

cation Technologies (ICT) will increase the potency of the standard grid that makes it capable to 
make selections quick and correct. There are lot of automation, reliable provision of electrical services, safe 
operation of electrical appliances and thus an multiplied level of shopper comfort . the arrival of good grid has 
argued the proposal of many rising technologies in past decade from many researchers across the world. good 
meters, Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI), two-way communication, home auto
space Networks (HANs) ar the technologies addressed by varied researchers (Erol-

. Ancient power grid has been serving humanity for the last a hundred years. Population 
anet and also the dependency level of human on electricity are unendingly and 

exponentially increasing phenomena. As not abundant modification has been created to the standard grid to 
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Energy aware health monitoring 
environment is designed in order to save energy and provide facility without the 

Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) integrated with the Smart home 
Mobility model is being developed for a person 

moving inside a smart home with IEEE 802.15.4. Smart home environment acts as a 
calm computing mechanism which does not require user’s attention and intention; it 

the subject daily life a health assisted one. BSN proves 
itself in providing a calm health assisted smart environment. In healthy assisted Smart 
home design, the elderly and disabled people can resident without the need of 

a Health assisted Smart Home which focuses on health 

evelopment in intelligent system caused a massive research in design of Smart environment. Smart 
quality of life and his or her needs without disturbing the person. The 

smart environment reduces the input from the person without getting input from the person. The input of the 
environment without the 

facility could be a system with some or all of the subsequent four 
capabilities, power generation, transmission, distribution and management. Integration of advanced Information 

cation Technologies (ICT) will increase the potency of the standard grid that makes it capable to 
lot of automation, reliable provision of electrical services, safe 

multiplied level of shopper comfort . the arrival of good grid has 
argued the proposal of many rising technologies in past decade from many researchers across the world. good 

way communication, home automation and residential 
-Kantarci, Melike, and 
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address the multiplied demand, the ultimate result's that the standard grid has drained and the idea of good grid 
has evolved. Distributed applications for good grid could also be found in consumption, distribution, 
transmission, and generation of electrical energy. good grid enhances the electricity usage efficiency. If home 
appliances ar equipped with sensors, AMI could also be used for load prediction of a selected space .Efficient 
consumption of electricity proves helpful to us each socially and economically. the utilization of smart home 
systems in an exceedingly community reduces energy bills for customers and peak demand. With a traditional 
demand in peak hours the utilities ar able to give power from base plants and thus contribution of inexperienced 
House Gases (GHG) is a smaller amount towards environmental pollution. In (Di Bisceglie, M., et al), a power 
quality observance strategy has been enabled by exploitation sensor networks in good grid (transmission &amp; 
distribution application). In (Javaid, Nadeem, et al.), ZigBee protocol has been used for monitoring and 
dominant of power for economical consumption and distribution (consumption and distribution application). 
Distributed power generation possibility is usually there in smart grid technology, wherever in-home electricity 
are often generate d (photovoltaic, wind power), use the desired energy .The load demand curve in ancient grid, 
wherever flat evaluation rates ar active, shows that load demand is relatively high throughout peak periods in 
comparison to off-peak . So the utilities aren't able to give such high power from their base plants (Hydal power 
stations) and that they ought to compulsively activate their plants (thermal power plants) that the ability 
generation prices and emission of GHG,s ar terribly high as compared to base plants. The originally inflexible 
load demand curve must be altered to reduce peak load demand, energy value and emission of GHGs. A smart 
home system in good grid permits Demand Response (DR) and Demand facet Management (DSM) programs. 
DR programs facilitate in managing and fixing electricity consumption on electricity offer basis. Whereas DSM 
programs ar associated with designing, implementation and evaluation policies and techniques that ar developed 
to alter the electricity usage of customers. Totally different improvement methods, protocols and standards are 
planned for efficient coordination of domestic appliances and DER to reduce peak load and energy usage 
charges. an eternal work in this regard is afoot across the world, at educational , industrial and at government 
level 
 Tremendous progress in Sensor networking, low power embedded system, Body sensor network, made the 
design of Smart environment in a smarter way (Heemin Park., 2009; IEEE Computer Society., 2007; Valero 
MA., 2007; Gislason., 2008). 
 
Classification of She (Smart Home Environment): 
 According to our literature review, SHE constitutes an important interdisciplinary research area of computer 
engineering that is placed at the intersection of computer networks, embedded systems and applied computing. 
In particular, the focus on “smart” functions oriented the research community to the application and 
experimentation of various intelligent agent-based computing for enhancing the performance of Smart Home 
Environment. SHEs are complex heterogeneous environments comprising.(i) A Home Automation System that 
contains a set of home appliances. They are electric and electronic devices that fulfil several functions in the 
house for the well-being of the house holders, including for example: washing and cooking machines, 
refrigerators, heaters, thermometers, lighting system, power outlets, energy meters, smoke detectors, televisions, 
game consoles and other entertainment devices, windows and doors controllers, air conditioners, video cameras, 
sound detectors, a.o. Their functions can be roughly divided into sensors, actuators or both. More advanced 
“smart devices” are constantly being developed, like for example: smart floors and smart furniture (bed and 
chair) . (ii) A Control System that combines human with software based control by using the information 
provided by the sensors and the instructions sent to actuators in order to achieve one or more high-level goals or 
functions of the SHE, as required by home holders. (iii) A Home Automation Network that assures that all the 
SHE components, including the Home Automation System and the Control System, can exchange status and 
control information. There is a quite large amount of research literature addressing SHE during the last decade, 
as well as recent reviews of SHE architectures, components, technologies and applications. The most recent 
review of SHE is provided .Differently from our work, its authors focused mainly on SHE projects, as well as 
on the SHE building blocks including components, devices and networks. However, their paper lacks a 
classification of SHE from the point of view of their application areas. This Paper offers only a project 
perspective of the current SHE research. In our review we combine the classification and projects’ review 
approaches to offer a more complete image of SHE research to the interested reader. SHEs are composed of a 
large variety of hardware and software components, employing different types of algorithms stemming from 
areas like control systems or artificial intelligence. Consequently, for a systematic overview, SHE can be 
classified according to many different criteria. In this paper we propose a classification of SHE according to the 
following set of orthogonal characteristics: structure, architecture, middleware, application, and computational 
methods. 
 
Energy Aware WSN Environment – Smart Home: 
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 Smart Home (SH) is the integration of technology and services through home networking for a better 
quality of living (Singhvi V, 2005). This smart home technology will become part of the environment in which 
people fulfill their tasks and in which people live. People needs are increasing now-a-days. To compensate these 
needs; applications are to be integrated with smart environments (Akyildiz IF., 2002; Wei Yuan., 2007). Those 
applications should be human friendly i.e., the application should provide comfort and pleasure by without 
disturbing the user. The objective of this paper is to provide the notion of smart environments using body sensor 
network and through ZigBee IEEE 802.15.4.( Roy A., 2007; Changsu Suh. Yong Bae Ko., 2008; ZigBee 
Alliance., 2007). 
 
2.1. ZigBee:  
ZigBee mainly aims on providing low data rate based protocol design and it provides tiny stack (ZigBee 
Alliance., 2009). It provides interoperability with the power balancing cum mobility for the user. ZigBee design 
is very much useful in body sensor network application for transmitting data from BSN to the Base station. 
ZigBee is extended to the internet and the data is processed (IEEE Computer Society., 2003). 
 
2.2. ZigBee architecture: 
 

 
Fig. 1:  ZigBee protocol stack. 
 
2.3. Energy Management: 
 Energy management could be a broader term that applies otherwise in several situations however we tend to 
square measure involved regarding the one that is expounded with energy saving in homes, public sector / 
government organizations or business. During this situation the method of observance, dominant associate with 
protective energy in an organization/ building could also be termed as energy management. In sensible home 
wherever the shoppers will generate native energy from many distributive generation units and wherever there's 
a many area for various rating schemes, the necessity for energy management programs has been found out by 
several researchers. Appliance electricity prices Demand facet management will contribute in reduced 
emissions, reliable provide of power and lowering the energy value. Current grid has demand facet management 
programs for shoppers like business buildings and industrial plants; but it doesn't have any such theme for 
domestic shoppers attributable to the explanations of lack of effective communication, economical automation 
tools and sensors. Second implementation prices of varied demand response programs square measure higher 
when put next with its impact. But in sensible grid, sensible masses, low value sensors, sensible meters and also 
the info and communication technology open a window for domestic energy management programs. Previous 
literature employs completely different techniques for energy management in sensible grid. 
 
1. Augmented decision making: 
   The decision made by the smart home is based on two model: a) data from the environment b) data from 
the human’s behaviour. The subject (i.e.,) person inside the smart home is made health assisted by using the data 
from the WSN, and in order to make energy constrained smart home, the data from environment is processed. 
 
3.1 Decision making: 
 Decision making and prediction in the smart home is done in order to make the subject more comfortable. 
Prediction helps in making the services ready so that waiting time is reduced or made nil. The decision making 
in the smart environment is done by processing the data from the smart sensor. The smart environment is a 
distributed system so that crash in one of the service does not affect the remaining services. 
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2.  Location sensing: 
   The location sensing in the smart environment is necessary so as to create energy cum health efficient 
smart home. Based on the plan recognition,
system is made efficient. The plan recognition helps in deciding the human’s next movement, his next behaviour 
etc. The system is designed in such a way that the service which it provides
data from the body sensor network is compared with the health constraints of the subject and related service is 
given. 
 
Table 1: Sensors in Health Assisted Environment and their measured.

Occupancy sensor 
Body sensor 

Temperature sensor 

 
 Table 1 describes the sensor used and their measurand (G.R.Kanagachidambaresan 
sensors are placed seamlessly in Smart framework so that subject is not being distracted or disturbed. Smart 
sensor is used for making services more reliable and trustworthy.
processing device which process the raw data fro
 
3. System model: 
  Smart framework proposed in this paper is modeled using the sensors given in Table 1.Occupancy sensors 
and Body sensor network is used to find the presence of man and act accordingly as per 
The system model mainly focuses on the Health assistance using smart home appliances, algorithm presently 
focuses on Coffee machine, Exercise machine, Air conditioner, energy consumption, television and health 
assistance during emergency medic etc.
in a smarter way as per the algorithm. The appliances are activated and controlled accordingly.
 

 
Fig. 2: Smart Environment as health assisted agent
 
 Fig: 3 illustrate the architecture which consist of physical, commercial, behavioural cum environmental and 
decision stack. Physical layer consists of hardware interface in the framework such as Body sensor network, 
mobile phone, and other home appliances. Commercial stack
communication module. Behavioural cum environmental stack performs prediction and subject behaviour.
decision layer takes the decision based on the input from the physical layer and commercial stack.
provides the health assistance to multiple inhabitants inside the framework and is capable of providing health 
assistance to multiple inhabitants. 
 

 
Fig. 3: Health Monitoring Smart Framework
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The location sensing in the smart environment is necessary so as to create energy cum health efficient 
Based on the plan recognition, daily routine and movement of the subject inside the smart home the 

The plan recognition helps in deciding the human’s next movement, his next behaviour 
The system is designed in such a way that the service which it provides is based on its time and day.

data from the body sensor network is compared with the health constraints of the subject and related service is 

Sensors in Health Assisted Environment and their measured. 
detects the person movement 

detects the physiological signals
detects the temperature inside and outside smart framework

Table 1 describes the sensor used and their measurand (G.R.Kanagachidambaresan 
placed seamlessly in Smart framework so that subject is not being distracted or disturbed. Smart 

sensor is used for making services more reliable and trustworthy. Smart sensor consists of intelligent signal 
processing device which process the raw data from the sensor and creates intelligent decision.

Smart framework proposed in this paper is modeled using the sensors given in Table 1.Occupancy sensors 
and Body sensor network is used to find the presence of man and act accordingly as per 
The system model mainly focuses on the Health assistance using smart home appliances, algorithm presently 
focuses on Coffee machine, Exercise machine, Air conditioner, energy consumption, television and health 

cy medic etc. The parameters for the coffee machine and exercise machines are set up 
in a smarter way as per the algorithm. The appliances are activated and controlled accordingly.

 

Smart Environment as health assisted agent. 

the architecture which consist of physical, commercial, behavioural cum environmental and 
Physical layer consists of hardware interface in the framework such as Body sensor network, 

mobile phone, and other home appliances. Commercial stack is responsible for software infrastructure and 
Behavioural cum environmental stack performs prediction and subject behaviour.

decision layer takes the decision based on the input from the physical layer and commercial stack.
provides the health assistance to multiple inhabitants inside the framework and is capable of providing health 
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The location sensing in the smart environment is necessary so as to create energy cum health efficient 
daily routine and movement of the subject inside the smart home the 

The plan recognition helps in deciding the human’s next movement, his next behaviour 
is based on its time and day. The 

data from the body sensor network is compared with the health constraints of the subject and related service is 

 
detects the physiological signals 

detects the temperature inside and outside smart framework 

Table 1 describes the sensor used and their measurand (G.R.Kanagachidambaresan et al., 2011). These 
placed seamlessly in Smart framework so that subject is not being distracted or disturbed. Smart 

Smart sensor consists of intelligent signal 
m the sensor and creates intelligent decision. 

Smart framework proposed in this paper is modeled using the sensors given in Table 1.Occupancy sensors 
and Body sensor network is used to find the presence of man and act accordingly as per the given algorithm. 
The system model mainly focuses on the Health assistance using smart home appliances, algorithm presently 
focuses on Coffee machine, Exercise machine, Air conditioner, energy consumption, television and health 

The parameters for the coffee machine and exercise machines are set up 
in a smarter way as per the algorithm. The appliances are activated and controlled accordingly. 

the architecture which consist of physical, commercial, behavioural cum environmental and 
Physical layer consists of hardware interface in the framework such as Body sensor network, 

is responsible for software infrastructure and 
Behavioural cum environmental stack performs prediction and subject behaviour. The 

decision layer takes the decision based on the input from the physical layer and commercial stack. The stack 
provides the health assistance to multiple inhabitants inside the framework and is capable of providing health 
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4. System modeling: 
  The system is modelled using Random Wave mobility model. The person X entering the smart home is 
defined by Poisson distribution as stated in equation 1. 
Poisson distribution: 
f(λ)=λe-λt               (1) 
 λ�poison arrival rate, 
 t� Time of arrival. 
  The complete movement process of a person X is given by 
{(Pi,Vi,Tp,i)}iεN=(P1,V1,Tp,1),(P2,V2,Tp,2),(P3,V3,Tp,3),... , 
Pi� Random waypoint for period i inside  
 SMART FRAMEWORK 
V� Velocity with which person X is moving  
 from one point to the other. 
The distance between two points inside SMART FRAMEWORK is given as  

l=||r2-r1|| =���� + ��� + 2���� cos(�� − ��) ---          (2) 
 l � Length of transition 
 r, θ � point inside smart home 

 
 Based on equation 2 the distance travelled by person X and his present location near home appliances is 
known. The architecture services is made ready based on person X location.  
 
Converting polar to rectangular coordinates, the pdf of probabilistic length is given as 

 �l(�)= ��
���� ��(�)               (3) 

   �l(�)� probabilistic length of movement  

 �0(�)=

��
��
��
� �

� �� − �� − �� + �
� �� ��� 0 ≤ � ≤ � 

�� !�" sin �
� + ���� − �� − �

� �� − �� ��� � < � < � 
�� !�" sin �

� + ���� − �� − �
� �� − �� !�" cos �

� + �√�� − �� − �
� �� − �

� �� ��� � ≤ � ≤ �� + �� 
0 �'ℎ)�*+,)  

-  

 
Transition time Ti : 
 Time taken by a subject for moving from one RWP to another RWP is defined as the ratio of probabilistic 
length and constant velocity given by equation. Since the object is assumed to move in the constant speed inside 
the home. 
 . = 0

1 ----              (4) 

 T� Time taken to move from point r1 to r2 
 l� length 
 v�velocity 
 Substituting equation 4 the expected transition time is  

E{T} = �
2 3{�} -              (5) 

 Based on equation 5 the person X time to next position is known thereby the next service to which the 
person is moving is made ready within that time interval. Equation 5 is used to model the system with less 
waiting time interval so as to satisfy the belated service to person X. The Expected transition time from equation 
5, and Probabilistic transition length is used to design the movement of the person X in the simulator algorithm: 
 

 

P2(r2, ��) 

P1(r1, ��) 

Ѳ 

r 
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RESULT AND DISCUSSION 
 

8.1.Modelling: 
 Simulators help in modelling and designing concurrent, real-time embedded system. Simulator that is 
chosen java based, (G.R.Kanagachidambaresan et al., 2011).Equations 1,2,3,5 is used as the input parameters to 
the simulator. The system model is modelled using simulator here the coffee machine bulb television Air 
Conditioner, Exercise machine and other health services such as emergency call are being modelled using the 
ZigBee architecture. When the Person X goes near by the exercise machine it responds and sets parameter as per 
the output of the ZigBee output of Person X. 
 

 
 
Fig. 4.5: Energy aware modelling using the simulator. 
 
 Person X is made to move around the simulation environment randomly based on plan recognition and the 
corresponding actions are done as per the algorithm given in Figure x. The parameters of the exercise machine 
changes according to the person X present body condition such as sugar level cholesterol level etc.,. The 
services are made available without any waiting time to person X based on plan recognition. The smart 
framework is made intelligent such a way that it updates the knowledge about person X and reacts accordingly 
for future services. The Energy aware system acts as a energy efficient system so as to save 
energy(G.R.Kanagachidambaresan et al., 2011). 
 
Conclusion: 
 Energy Aware system proposed in this work provides service to users in a health assisted way. By daily 
monitoring the body conditions of inhabitant their food proportional’s and exercise routines are modified. This 
system also concentrates on energy saving mechanisms and emergency medic situation to provide a better living 
of inhabitant. 
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